In this paper, we study a Zakharov system coupled to an electron diffusion equation describing laser-plasma interactions. Starting from the Vlasov-Maxwell system, and using a transformation that decomposes slowly varying components on the plasma frequency time scale, we derive a nonlinear Schrödinger like system which takes into account the energy exchanged between the plasma waves and the electrons via Landau damping. Two existence theorems are established in a subsonic regime. Then, by using a time-splitting spectral discretizations for the Zakharov system and a finite difference scheme for the electron diffusion equation, we investigate numerical simulations and show how Landau damping works.
Introduction and physical situation
The interaction of an intense laser pulse with a plasma is a complex physical phenomenon where numerical simulation plays a key role in its understanding. One of the main goal is to simulate nuclear fusion by inertial confinement in a laboratory. We therefore need some accurate and reliable numerical models of laser-plasma interactions. Vlasov or particlein-cell (PIC) simulations have been used for a more complete description of the problem. However, these kinetic simulations have difficulties in studying weak instabilities and long time behaviors because they need to resolve very small spatial and temporal scales. For the same reasons, it is not possible to use Euler-Maxwell equations. At the beginning of the 70 , s, Zakharov and its collaborators introduced the so-called Zakharov's equations in order to describe the non-linear interactions between the high-frequency electronic plasma waves and the low-frequency ion-acoutic waves. Basically, the slowly varying envelope of the electric field E = ∇ψ is coupled to the low-frequency variation of the density of the ions δn by the following equations written in a dimensionless form [23] :
   i∂ t ∇ψ + ∆(∇ψ) = ∇∆ −1 div(δn∇ψ), ∂ 2 t δn − ∆δn = ∆(|∇ψ| 2 ).
(1.1)
Of course, variations of this systems exist (see [20] for example). For laser propagation, one uses the paraxial approximation and the Zakharov system reads    i(∂ t + ∂ y )E + ∆ ⊥ E = nE,
where ∆ ⊥ = ∂ 2 x + ∂ 2 z . (See [16] for a systematic use of this kind of models for numerical simulation). Concerning the system (1.2), F. Linares, G. Ponce and J.C. Saut (see [13] ) have shown that the Cauchy problem is well-posed on R n but T.Colin and G. Metivier (see [3] ) have shown that it is ill-posed in the periodic framework.
Recently, M. Colin and T. Colin [4] , starting from [17] , derived a complete set of quasilinear Zakharov equations describing the interactions between the laser fields, the stimultated Raman and Brillouin processes, the electronic plasma waves and the lowfrequency variations of density of the ions. The system involves four Schrödinger equations coupled by quasilinear terms and a wave equation. It reads : Here A 0 is the incident laser field, A B is the Brillouin component, A R is the Raman field, E 0 the electronic-plasma field and < δn > the low-frequency variation of the density of the ions. See [4] for the precise definition of all the constants involved in (1.3)-(1.7). However these various fluid models do not take into account the kinetic effects such that Landau damping (wave-particle process). This process is especially important in the context of fusion by inertial confinement by lasers because electrons are accelerated to high energy and this induces a preheat of the fusion fuel and reduces the target gain. In order to obtain a system describing this wave-particle process we will derive a new set of equations starting from the Vlasov-Maxwell system. This will be done in section 2. The system involves the Zakharov equations coupled with a quasilinear diffusion equations for the electron distribution function. In one dimension of space, the dimensionless system reads : 2i (∂ t E + ν E) + 3∂ 2 x E = δnE + E p (x)e i(k 1 x−ω 1 t) , (1.8)
where
Here E is the slowly varying amplitude of the high-frequency electronic plasma waves, δn the low-frequency variation of the density of the ions, F e the spatially average electron distribution function and ν the spatial fourier transform of ν corresponding to the Landau damping rate. This kind of model is valid for bounded velocity that are also bounded away from zero. Ω v is the velocity domain on which equation (1.11) has to be satisfied and Ω ξ = {ξ ∈ R s.t. ∃v ∈ Ω v , v = 1 ξ }. The domain Ω ξ will therefore be taken under the form, Ω ξ = [−A, −a] ∪ [a, A] with 0 < a < A (see section 2). Note the term ν is only defined on Ω ξ by (1.10) and is extended by 0 outside the domain Ω ξ .
The term E p (x)e i(k 1 x−ω 1 t) is the pump wave. In this work, it is a given function. (k 1 , ω 1 ) satisfies the dispersion relation of the Schödinger equation :
The energy is brought to the system through this term. In fact, in a more complete model, this term will be given by the Raman interaction given by system (1.3)-(1.7) and corresponds to ∇ A * R (A 0 + e −2ik 0 y A B )e i(k 1 y−ω 1 t) . We postponed the study of this completed system to a futur work. Notation : We define the Sobolev space H s (R d ) as follows
where u(ξ) = F(u) is the Fourier transform of u.
Statements of the results.
The local in time Cauchy problem for the usual Zakharov equations (1.1) is now well understood in the context of regular solutions (see [1] , [14] , [19] [21] for local models, see [2] for the non-local case (1.1)). For weak solutions, one can see [6] . For finite-time blowup see [7, 8] . For system (1.3)-(1.6), M. Colin and T. Colin have shown local existence in time for strong solutions [4] . Unfortunately, we are not able at this point to give an existence result for (1.8)-(1.11). We will restrict ourself to the case µ = +∞ corresponding to a "subsonic regime". In this case, introducing H e (t, ξ) = F e (t, 1 ξ ) and devoting by Ω = Ω ξ the frequency domain, system (1.8)-(1.11) becomes
(1.12)
The second equation of system (1.12) has to be endowed with boundary conditions. Since ν is extended by zero outside of Ω, and since ν(t, ξ) = sgn(ξ)∂ ξ H e (t, ξ) for ξ ∈ Ω, it is natural to impose ∂ ξ H e|∂Ω = 0.
In order to construct local in time solutions for (1.12), the main problem is to deal with a nonlinear coupling between the electric field, which is a function of the space position, and the electronic distribution, which is function of the frequency. Due to this spatiofrequential coupling as well as the nonlinear terms, we need to simultaneously consider the problem in space and frequency variables for the electric field. We obtain two kinds of result. The first one concerns the local existence and uniqueness of solutions to (1.12). Moreover, one shows that if ν(0, ξ) ≥ 0 then for all t, ν(t, ξ) ≥ 0. The term ν * E is therefore a damping term. The second result is a global existence result but only in the case where the nonlinear term |E| 2 E and the source term f in the righthand-side of the first equation of (1.12) are replaced by 0. Note that even in this case, the system is far away of being linear! Let us denote by H 2 n (Ω) = {g ∈ H 2 (Ω) s.t.
∂g ∂x = 0 on ∂Ω}.
Then there exists T > 0 and a unique solution (E, H e ) of (1.12) satisfying
One moreover assume that
and
14)
and ∂ ξ H e = 0 on ∂Ω in the weak sense. Moreover ∀t, ξ,ν(t, ξ) ≥ 0. It follows that for all t ∈ R + ,
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we formally derive the nonlinear model (1.8)-(1.11). In section 3, we introduce the dimensionless form of the system, and give the proofs of the main results. In section 4, we study a numerical scheme for (1.8)-(1.11) and present numerical results.
2 Formal derivation of the system.
The aim of this section is to present a formal derivation of system (1.8)-(1.11). For physical considerations, we refer to textbooks [5] . We consider here a plasma where collisions between the particles and the gravitational field are neglected. In this context, the Vlasov equation describes the evolution of the distribution function for each particle species α of the collisionless plasma in the phase space (x, v) and time t. Denote by q α the particle charge of specy α and by m α the mass of specy α. The Vlasov equation reads :
α = e denotes the electrons and α = i the ions. The fields E and B correspond to the electric and magnetic fields respectively and are given by the Maxwell equations :
2)
3)
are the density of the total charge and total current respectively. The constant c is the velocity of the light in the vacuum. For a precise description of this kind of model, see classical textbooks [5] . Equations (2.2)-(2.3) yield : 6) and since the mass of the electrons is very small compared to the mass of the ions (m e m i ) and the Lorentz force is the same for electrons and ions, the contribution of the ions in the current j can be negleted, so the electric field satisfies :
In a situation where an electromagnetic wave is injected into a collisionless plasma, one can identify one high-frequency time scale for the evolution of the electronic plasma wave and the high-frequency electromagnetic wave. In nuclear fusion by inertial confinement, the time scale is the order T = 1 ωpe = 10 −15 s where ω pe is the electron plasma frequency.
The high-frequency electron motion
The goal of this part is to obtain an equation for the slowly varying amplitude E of the high frequency longitudinal electric field and its dependence on the slowly varying density fluctuation. The electric field is assumed to be decomposed as : 
We therefore have to found the contribution of the right-hand side of (2.9) , that is the contribution of f e . We separate the behavior of the cold fluid from kinetic effects. We perform on the Vlasov equation (2.1) for electrons a change of the velocity reference frame. We introduce the jitter velocity u e of the total high-frequency electric field defined by
(2.10)
From now on, we work in the one dimension phase's space (x, v). Let us define a distribution function F e in the oscillation frame by F e (x, w, t) = f e (x, w + u e , t), the equation satisfied by F e is
This formulation is convenient because it provides a clear separation of kinetic effects and cold fluid effects. For example the current for the electrons can be written as :
j(x, t) = q e u e (x, t) F e (x, w, t)dw + q e wF e (x, w, t)dw, = q e u e (x, t)n e (x, t) + q e wF e (x, w, t)dw,
where n e u e is the fluid contribution and the integral contains kinetic effects. Nevertheless, the distribution F e contains high and low frequency components, so that we can introduce the following decomposition : 
. Then plugging (2.12)-(2.13) in the right-hand side of (2.9) gives :
(2.14)
By using (2.10), it follows that at the leading order:
Using the definition of ω pe , ω 2 pe = 4πe 2 n 0 me , where n 0 is the background density, the slowly varying amplitude E satisfies
Now, we have to determine the contribution of the integral wF 1 (x, w, t)dw. To this aim, we have to think of the solution of (2.11) under the form (2.12)-(2.13). Keeping only at most quadratic terms, we find that (F 0 , F 1 ) are given by
16)
and since we have
Now, we want to compute wF 1 (x, w, t)dw. Using the fact that for any distribution f , we have ∂ x f = iξ f , the solution of (2.18) can be written as
where S(F 0 ) denotes the operator w∂ x u 1 ∂ w F 0 − u 1 ∂ x F 0 and G the Green's function associated with the equation (2.18)
Then by using equation (2.18), F 1 (x, w, t) can be written as
Once again, we use this relation in (2.19), which gives
and finally, with F 1 = G * x,w S(F 0 ), we obtain
Computing wF 1 (x, w, t)dw thanks to (2.20) give us three terms.
• The contribution of the first term to the current is 0 since F 0 (w) = F 0 (−w). For the second and third term, we suppose that F 0 can be decomposed as
where F 00 is the spatially averaged distribution with |δF 0 | |F 00 |. We also define, the electronic thermal velocity v e and the local fluctuation of velocity δv e (x, t) (δv e v e ) by
After some integrations by parts in w, the second term exactly yields
Neglecting the two last terms in (2.22) one obtains
The contribution of the third term gives in (2.20)
Then plugging the expression of G in (2.24) gives
where I(y, v, t) denotes the integral
which value is given by
where P denotes the Cauchy Principal value and
The more important part of I(y, ξ, t) is the second one ( see [5] ) and one gets
We will therefore focus on the second term in (2.25) for which F 00 will play a role.
With
we write :
Integrating by part with respect to y the first integral, give us
Neglecting the two last terms (since δF 0 F 00 ), we obtain that the contribution of this term in the current is :
where (2.15) has been used. So, we have
Finally, at the first order, the slowly varying envelope satisfies the nonlinear Schrödinger equation
In order to close the system, we have to find an equation evolving F 00 and an equation evolving the low-frequency δn e =< n e > −n 0 . The equation involving the spatially averaged distribution F 00 is recovered by substitute the Green's function solution of (2.18) into the right-hand side of (2.16) and taking the spatial average we find the usual quasilinear diffusion equation (see [18] )
where the diffusion coefficient D(t, v) depends on the density spectral energy E ω pe v 2 . As usual, the plasma is assumed to be quasi-neutral on the slow ion acoustic time scale, that is δn e = δn i with δn i = n i − n 0 . Now we look for an equation involving δn i . Since m i m e , the study is much simpler and we assume that the ion distribution function is Maxwellian. In this context, one can see in [4] , [17] , [22] and [23] , that δn i satisfies the wave equation
where c s =
is the ion acoustic velocity. Finally, we have to deal with the following system
It describes the interaction between the high-frequency envelope of the longitudinal electric field and the low-frequency density fluctuation (wave-wave process) and the resonant interaction between the electrons and the longitudinal electron plasma waves (wave-particle process).
Usually the electron plasma waves are created by a pump wave obtained by the stimulated Raman scattering, acting as a source term in (2.27) (see [4] ). However, it is possible to add a given pump wave in the derivation of the Schrödinger equation by changing the envelope approximation (2.8) by
and we can replace (2.27) with
Since the dispersion relation of the linear part of (2.31) is ω = 3v 2 e k 2 2ωpe , we choose (k 1 , ω 1 ) satisfying this relation.
Dimensionless form
We now introduce a dimensionless form of (2.27)-(2.30). We use T = 
Dropping the tildes, we get the following system : 
which gives frequency domain of the form,
Apart from this set,ν e (., ξ) is extended to 0. Moreover, in order to study the system (2.32)-(2.35), it is more convenient to write it by using the variable ξ rather than the variable v on equations (2.34)-(2.35). Then denoting
the system that we study is (we set all coefficients equal to one excepted µ)
The boundary conditions are
3 Proofs of the main results.
Let us consider the system (2.36)-(2.37). In the following, we will replace Ω ξ by Ω. Unfortunately, we are not able to handle the general case. So we will consider only the case µ = +∞ corresponding to a subsonic regime. Therefore, the system (2.36)-(2.37) to be solved becomes
The functional space for H e is
In order to simplify computations, and without loss of generality, we take
The first step of the proof is the construction of solutions given by theorem (1.1) for a regularized problem. The regularization is obtained by taking a non degenerate dissipation on equation (2.37), namely one replaces |ξ| 3 |Ê| 2 by |ξ| 3 |Ê| 2 + ε with ε > 0.
Moreover the left hand side of the first equation of (3.1) is replaced by a source term f . One then obtains local existence for solutions whose time of existence depends on ε and f . We obtain a solution satisfying
The next step consists in replacing f by |E| 2 E by using a fixed point method. The important point is that H 1 is an algebra and E,Ê are in H 1 so that
and therefore
The last step consists in obtaining estimates that are uniform with respect to ε. In physical situation the term ν * E is a damping term. The positivity of ν(t, ξ) is then obtained by using the maximum principle on equation (2.34). In order to prove theorem (1.2), we use an algebraic cancellation between the left hand side of (2.32) and the dissipative part of (2.35). We now prove both theorems.
Local existence of weak solutions
In order to prove theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we consider a problem with non degenerate dissipation on the diffusion equation.
Non degenerated simplified problem.
For ε > 0, we consider
, and let H e0 ∈ H 1 (Ω), then there exist T > 0 and a unique solution (E ε , H ε e ) of (3.2) such that
The proof of this proposition is obtained with a fixed point method. Let us consider a function G e : (x, t) ∈ R × R + → R such that G e ∈ L ∞ (R + , H 2 n (Ω)), and define µ e = sgn(ξ)∂ ξ G e 1 Ω . Consider E ε , H ε and ν ε solution of the following system,
We want to show that the map τ : G e → H ε e is a contraction on a suitable metric spaces. For any R > 0, we denote by B R (H) the ball of the space H centered on 0 with radius R. For R large enough and T small enough, we show that τ maps
into itself and maps
into itself. Let us prove this last result. Performing an L 2 estimate on the first and second equation of (3.
We now perform an H 1 estimate in the ξ space
This gives,
Summing theses estimates, it follows that,
We still have to obtain an H 1 estimate for E ε in the x space. We apply ∂ x on the first equation of (3.3), multiplying by ∂ x E and take the imaginary part gives :
That leads to
Thanks to the non degenerate diffusion term, we recover the estimate ofν in L 2 (0, T ; H 1 (Ω)). By choosing T small enough (depending on ε) and R large enough (depending on the size of initial data), the map τ which associated G e with H ε e maps
e , ν ε,2 ) the solutions of (3.3) associated with G 1 e and G 2 e respectively. Denote by
where K depends of η and R.
According to Gronwall's lemma, we easily conclude that
The contraction property is obtained by choosing η and T small enough.
The complete non degenerated problem
, and let H e0 ∈ H 1 (Ω). Then there exists T > 0 and a unique solution (E ε , H ε e ) of (3.4) such that
In the same way,
We will show the above proposition by using a fixed point method on the map τ which associates D with E ε , H ε e and ν ε solutions of
for R large enough and T small enough, where H T is
The contraction property is obtained in
, we also show that τ maps B R (V T ) into itself, for R large enough and T small enough, where V T is
Uniform estimates in ε
At this point, we have a solution to problem (3.4). We will obtain uniform estimates in ε for the solutions of (3.4) in order to let ε tends to 0.
Proposition 3.3. The solution of (3.4) satisfies for all t ≤ T
where the function C(t) does not depend on ε.
The L 2 estimates onÊ ε and H ε e are
while the H 1 estimates give
The different terms in (3.8) are controlled in the following way :
sinceν ε (ξ) = sgn(ξ)∂ ξ H ε e , while the convolution is estimated as usual by
We remark that the estimate (3.10) is uniform in ε thanks to the inequality (3.9). Without an assumption on the sign ofν ε e , we get
The latter term needs to establish a control in H 2 (Ω) in order to obtain uniform estimates in ε ofν ε . We obtain
The control of the various terms of (3.12) is done in the following way :
In order to control the last term of (3.12), we use the fact that the domain Ω is bounded :
This finishes the control of the terms of (3.12). Using (3.13) it follows that,
Thus, summing the various estimates we have obtained, we get
One easily deduces the estimate (3.6). Passing to the limit ε to 0, we obtain the local existence result of Theorem 1.1. We still have to prove the uniqueness result. Let (E 1 ,Ê 1 , H e1 , ν 1 ) and (E 2 ,Ê 2 , H e2 , ν 2 ) be two solutions of (3.1) and denote by (E,Ê, H e , ν) the difference of theses solutions. Then (E,Ê, H e , ν) satisfies :
Performing an L 2 estimate of (E,Ê, H e , ν) yields
Thus, by making the sum of these estimates, one gets
where C depends on the solutions (E i ,Ê i , H ei ) (i = 1, 2), in the norm of
The uniqueness result is then straightforward.
Global existence of strong solutions for the homogeneous problem
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.2. We just perform a priori estimates (these estimates can be done on the approximate solutions constructed in the preceeding section for example).
• Step 1: Maximum principle.
Proposition 3.4. If H is a solution to
and sgn(ξ)∂ ξ H(0, ξ) ≥ 0, then for all t ≥ 0, ξ ∈ Ω ν(t, ξ) = sgn(ξ)∂ ξ H(t, ξ) ≥ 0.
Proof : the equation satisfied by ν is
By substituting ν by ν = ν + − ν − , where ν + , ν − are the positive part and negative part of ν respectively, multiplying the equation by −ξ −2 ν e − and integrating on Ω yields 1 2
This gives 1 2
According to the Gronwall lemma with ν − (., 0) = 0, one gets the result.
•
x E = 0, taking the Fourier transform yields
Applying ∂ ξ on (3.15), multiplying by ∂ ξÊ and taking the imaginary part yields 16) since ν|∂ ξÊ | 2 ≥ 0 and α will be fixed latter one. Remark that the term |∂ ξ ν| 2 |Ê| 2 will be controlled thanks to the dissipative term on the equation on H.
• Step 3: L ∞ loc (R + , L 2 ) estimate for H. Multiplying (1.14) by H ξ 2 and integrating on Ω gives
• Step 4: L ∞ loc (R + , H 1 ) estimate for H. We apply ∂ ξ on (1.14) and multiply the result by ∂ ξ H. This leads to
The crucial point is to deal with the term ξ 2 ∂ ξ ξ 3 |Ê| 2 ∂ ξ H∂ 2 ξ H. We strongly use the structure of the system (1 .13)-(1.14) . Taking the Fourier transform of (1.13), multiplying byÊ and taking the imaginary part gives 1 2
We consider ξ 2 ∂ ξ ξ 3 (3.17) and obtain 20) and using (1.14), one gets
Integration by parts gives
Recall now that thanks to step 1, ∂ ξ H ≥ 0, and one gets
Since ξ ∈ [1, 2], we can choose α = 1. One gets bounds forÊ, H in L ∞ loc (R + , H 1 ) and the result follows.
Numerical approximation.
In this section, using a time-splitting spectral discretization for the Zakharov system and a finite difference scheme for the electron diffusion equation, we present numerical simulations and we show how Landau damping works. We consider the full system with periodic boundary conditions :
System (4.1)-(4.4) is endowed with the following initial conditions :
Moreover we suppose that
It is easy to show that the above system satisfies the following 
Moreover if E p = 0, then
Below, we construct a numerical approximation of (4.1)-(4.4) which is consistent with the above properties. We choose the spatial mesh size h = x with h = L/N for N = 2M being an even number, the time step being t > 0 and let the grid points and the time step be
,...,0,...,
−1 as the regular mesh grid in frequency with ξ = 2π L . Futhermore, let E k j , δn k j , and ν k j be the approximations of E(t k , x j ), δn(t k , x j ), ν(t k , ξ j ). Then, in order to be consistent with the evaluation of ν(t k , ξ j ) = sgn(ξ j ) π 2 ∂ ξ H(t k , ξ j ), we approximate H e on the grid (ξ j+ 1 2 ) j defined by ξ j+
Finite difference scheme for the diffusion equation.
In order to evaluate the approximation of H(t k , ξ j+
), we use an implicit difference scheme for the diffusion equation :
The initial electron distribution function is assumed to be a Maxwellian distribution :
The scheme reads :
where (AH) and time t k+1 . Here β(t, ξ) = |ξ| 3 | E| 2 . We choose A such that :
is positive which is a contradiction. So the sequence (µ k l ) l is positive for all l. Therefore the sequence ( ν k+1 l ) l is positive for l not included in the set J = {j s.t. β k j = 0}. Let be j such that β k j = 0, then for all k ≥ 0 19) which shows that ν k+1 j is positive and the result follows.
Time-splitting spectral discretizations for the Zakharov system.
Many numerical methods have been proposed for the Zakharov part of the system. For example Payne et al. [15] have introduced a spectral method. They used a truncated Fourier expansion in their algorithm to eliminate aliasing errors. Glassey [9] presented an energy-preserving finite difference scheme for the Zakharov system in one dimension.
Here we describe a time-splitting spectral discretization. The first equation (4.1) is solved in two splitting steps. One first solves 20) for the time step of length t. In the second step, one solves
Equation (4.20) will be discretized in space by the Fourier spectral method and integrated exactly in time. Let E * be the solution of (4.20) at time t = t k+1 . For t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ], multiplying (4.21) by E, the conjugate of E and taking the imaginary part, we get :
With this conservation law, in order to solve (4.21)-(4.25), we have to solve :
with P = δn + |E * | 2 . Finally, from t = t k to t = t k+1 , using trapezoidal rule, we combine the splitting steps via the standard Strang splitting. For the first step of the splitting, we compute
where f = E p (x)e i(k 1 x−ω 1 t) and ( U ) l denote the Fourier coefficients of the periodic vector
For the second step, we compute
Now let . l 2 be the usual discrete l 2 norm on the interval (0, L) :
then, we have then the time-splitting spectral discretization of the Zakharov system have the following properties : 
we have
Using proposition 4.3, we obtain that
2. Low-frequency density conservation.
Since we have the relation
with ξ 0 = 0, it is enough to show that δn(ξ 0 ) is preserved. For that, one uses the expressions given previously for P k+1 j and ∂ t P k+1 j
Taking (4.31) for ξ = ξ 0 yields
Then, by using the hypothesis on the initial data δn 1 (.), we have
Taking (4.32) for ξ = ξ 0 yields
where F d denotes the discret Fourier transform. Therefore we have 
Numerical results.

The quasilinear diffusion
In order to illustrate how the quasilinear diffusion works, we computed the diffusion equation with a diffusion coefficient given by a fixed electric field
with L = 2000, β = 50 and k 1 = 0.45. The initial electron distribution function is assumed to be a Maxwellian,
We can remark that the electron function is flattened near the phase velocity v φ = 1 k 1 = 2.22 and since the Landau damping rate depends on the slope of the electron distribution, we can see that ν tends toward zero near ξ = k 1 .
F e (v, t) The left plot corresponds to the evolution of the electron function distribution and the right plot to the evolution of the Landau damping rate.
The full system
In this part, simulation results using the above quasilinear Zakharov The initial electric field and low frequency density in the quasilinear Zakharov simulation are equal to zero. The initial electron distribution function is assumed to be a Maxwellian. The system is driven with an external periodic force localized in the center of the box and we use a 1024 grid point with ξ = 2π/L. We present the results for k 1 λ De = 0.09 and |E p | = 8.10 −3 which corresponds to a weakly driven case. Figure 1 shows the time history of the spatially averaged Langmuir wave energy : W E = |E| 2 dx. We can see two stages in this simulation : a linear stage where the external pump excited primary electron plasma wave at k p and a nonlinear stage from ω pe t = 3000 where the Langmuir waves have lost energy. Then the system saturates near ω pe t = 6000, due to a combinaison of wave-wave and wave-particle processes. The time history of electrons's energy W e (t) = v 2 F e (v, t)dv versus time in Figure 3 shows us that wave-wave saturation and wave-particle saturation occur simultaneously. Moreover we can estimate that the fraction of pump's enegy which heats electrons is 5%. This heating implies that hot electrons have been created. Figure 4 shows the spatially averaged electron distribution at the final time of the simulation. The log of the distribution is plotted with respect to the half square of the velocity. We can see a plateau in the electron distribution function with a slope equal to 8. We see significant heating of the electrons : a hot electron tail is produced Figure 7 : (A) corresponds to the Langmuir envelope spectra and (B) corresponds to the ion-acoustic spectra at the final time ω pe t = 16000.
We will give more general numerical results and physical interpretation in a further work.
